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NZ provides 
unique longitudinal coverage
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Asteroid Size

Frequency

Impact

# of NEOs

4 meters 25 meters 160 meters 1,000 meters

~1 per year ~1 per 100 years ~1 per 25,000 years ~1 per 500,000 years

Bright flash,
no ground effects, 
but could leave 
meteorites 

Air burst explosion, 
could cause 
widespread injuries
if over populated area

Crater of 1-2 kilometer 
diameter, deadly over 
metro areas/states, 
mass casualties

10-kilometer crater,
global devastation, 
possible collapse of 
civilization

~500 million ~5 million ~20,000 ~900

Located

Not located

10,000 meters

~1 per 100-200 million years

100-kilometer crater,
global devastation, 
mass extinctions of 
terrestrial life

4 

% Discovered < 0.1% 0.4% 42% > 95% 100%



UC’s Mt John Observatory
at Ōtehīwai, Takapō 1029 m 
1.8 m telescope

• 2.2 sq. deg imager
1 m and two 0.6 m telescope

• 30’ imager, high-resolution spectrograph

Welcome discussions on hosting new facilities



NZ’s historic & ongoing contribution:
fast follow-up observation of NEOs
by Mt John Ōtehīwai
Alan Gilmore & Pam Kilmartin

e.g. 2023 DW 
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UC’s Mt John Observatory 1.8 m telescope

Kareta et al., in prep

DART support Sep-Nov 2022

Nicole Tan, Ryan Ridden-Harper, Tyler Brown, Paul Tristram



International partnerships: 
NZ’s in-kind contribution to Rubin



International partnerships: 
NZ’s in-kind contribution to Rubin

Rubin Observatory

UC’s Mt John Ōtehīwai



Brown, Bannister & Revell, JRSNZ 2023
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Rubin “will look into a hyper-industrialised sky”
cf. Schwamb et al. incl. Bannister, ApJS 2023
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Global Meteor Network
• Began early 2022
• Now one of the densest networks on Earth
– 54 installed, 33 in connection, another 20 on order

• istrastream.com/rms-gmn/?country=NZ
– Also with CAMS, AllSky7

U. Otago (James Scott & team)
• Supporters: Royal Astronomical Society of New Zealand, 

the Geological Society of New Zealand, 
the Raspberry Pi Ltd, 
two private donors, 
and a MBIE Curious Minds Participatory Science Platform 
grant administered by the Otago Museum 

M. T. Bannister (UCNZ)

System, which are otherwise lost during the planet-building stage. The second place is Mars, from 
which there are currently < 400 known meteorites. These are rocks ejected from the Red Planet when 
the surface has been impacted and material reaches escape velocity; that is, fast enough to escape 
Mars’s gravitational field. These rocks have revealed that the surface of Mars is volcanic, with some 
volcanic activity lasting until at least a few hundred million years ago. So, while dinosaurs roamed 
Earth, Mars was volcanically active. The third place is the Moon. The surface of the Moon is ~4.5 
billion years old and bears the scars of many impacts since that time. Mare Imbrium, a 1000 km wide 
crater on the Moon’s near side, represents an impact ~4 billion years ago. Of course, if the Moon has 
had many impacts, so too has Earth. It’s just that our active plate tectonics has deleted most of the 
history. Most meteorites that reach Earth’s surface are not found because they either fall in the 
oceans, or in terrain where they are difficult to locate. A good example of this is the estimated 10 kg 
rock that probably landed somewhere near Outram (South Island) in August 2023. The searched area 
is rough farmland, and the rock could’ve buried itself in the ground.  

Mars, Moon and the Asteroid Belt are, however, not the only rocks in the Solar System. Earth 
is unlikely to get material from the rocky terrestrial planets Mercury or Venus, since both are closer to 
the Sun. Nor are we likely to get material from the rocky interiors of the gas giants, which are 
protected by their gaseous exteriors and exceptionally strong gravity. A rocket that (theoretically) on 
Jupiter would need to be travelling about 6 times the speed (~60 km/s) to escape its gravitational pull 
compared to Earth (~11 km/s). The other major reservoir of rocks in the Solar System are comets. 
Here, we use the trajectory of two fireballs imaged by the New Zealand citizen science project to infer 
that these were cometary material from the Oort Cloud, which is the belt of icy-rocky debris that 
occurs at about 2000 astronomical units from the Sun (AU; 1 AU is the average distance from Earth to 
the Sun) and extends possibly as far as 100,000 AU. Pluto, by contrast, is 30 AU from the Sun and 
light still takes 5 hours to reach it. Comets, therefore, come from the deepest Solar System regions. 

 

  
Figure 1. Examples of fireball cameras. 
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DART – Double Asteroid Redirection Test

Meteors imaged by ≧2 cameras 
in March 2023

First meteorite hunt Sep 2022
three very small falls (unattempted) since
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2022-07-07 Wellington bolide
• Very bright daytime bolide
• 1.8 kton at 35 km from CNEOS
• Public reports + dashcams suggest fall was beyond 

Cape Palliser (in the ocean)
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GeoNet (Stephen Bannister)

Plimmerton resident Marguerite Kellahan



NZ government structure: 
where to place planetary defence?

• Requires interlock/responsibility across 
NZ government agencies

27

hazard risk & 
research incl. tsunami
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develop partnerships (e.g. DLR, NASA)
– NZ membership in Horizon Europe
– NASA-NZSA partnership call: includes work 

supporting Artemis and space exploration
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NZ government structure: 
where to place planetary defence?

• Requires interlock/responsibility across 
NZ government agencies

• Space agency has been working to
develop partnerships (e.g. DLR, NASA)
– NZ membership in Horizon Europe
– NASA-NZSA partnership call: includes work 

supporting Artemis and space exploration

• NZ has an established track record of 
supporting our Pacific neighbours
– e.g. Hunga Tonga Hunga Ha’api 29

hazard risk & 
research incl. tsunami



M.T. Bannister (UCNZ): @astrokiwi



Conclusions
• NZ has 50+ years of fast NEO followup contribution
• Keen on partnerships: at observatory level (DART, Rubin)
– Open to new facilities at established site

• Now building out efforts in fireball tracking

• At governmental level, space agency developing its 
portfolio, interest within civil defence

• Welcome engagement for next steps!
M.T. Bannister (UCNZ): @astrokiwi


